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Left: Pedro Calapez, Gaia’s Womb (#6), 2018, acrylic & alkyd oil on canvas, 16 x 12 inches             
Middle: African Art Seated Woman Figure, height 23 inches  
Right: Dana Nechmad, Cat/cow, 2017, oil and bleach on dyed canvas, 67 x 90 inches             
 
 
The Bee in the Lion is pleased to present “I’m your Venus,” a mixed media exhibition exploring the 
portrayal of women in social, political and religious contexts through the study of specific tribal art, ukiyo-e 
and contemporary artworks by Arslan, Andy Warhol, Dana Nechmad, Lucy MacGillis, Pedro Calapez, 
Janie Korn, Michael Wolf and Wendy Ploger. The show traces the depiction of the idealized woman from 
the pared-down simplicity of African artefacts and the 19th century bijin-ga of Tokugawa Japanese 
woodblock prints, to contemporary interpretations of the female symbol and form, incorporating creative 
responses to the changing sensibilities of feminist art today. By fusing and playing against the mythical and 
contemporary, the show underscores thematic affinities within the narrative of womanhood that is steeped 
in mutability over time.  
 
The Symbol 
 
Michael Wolf’s diptych interpretation of the ‘Venus of Wilendorf’ invokes an investigation into the 
significance of woman as a Goddess figure closely aligned with nature and linked to primitivism, questioning 
the idea of woman that affiliates her biology with symbols of fertility and protection. 
 
From the sexualized standpoint, Pedro Calapez’s abstraction of woman’s procreativity rendered in broad 
brushstrokes of looping curves across the canvas,  
testifies to the artist’s compositional instinct to re-interpret symbolic associations of an iconography that 
celebrates womanhood.  
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Inspired by ‘The Arch of Hysteria’ by Louise Bourgeois, Dana Nechmad develops a new set of symbolic 
gestures through her work. Two figures in yin and yang pose as an expression of the existential make-up of 
woman, highlighting the relationship between pleasure and pain as a primal inner conflict of the female 
existence. 
 
Rendered in an illustrative style is an early Andy Warhol drawing of the head of a woman paired with the 
heads of a swan and a horse, each wearing a pearl necklace. This is a light-hearted addition to the show 
representing Warhol’s playful musings about woman as a symbol of beauty, elegance and grace. 

                 
The Form 
 
Woman is not merely the subject of aesthetic admiration in Arslan’s paintings of the female nude, she is 
also a spontaneous force of intuition and genius.  His expressive work marries these elements within the 
flow of the female form, as the artist embarks on a search for the rhythm of the sensual, spiritual and 
intellectual in women.  
 
This artistic representation of woman is contrasted with African artefacts in the exhibition, in particular the 
‘Seated Woman’ sculpture that speak to the angular, cubistic forms that had inspired members of the 
western avant garde and the modernists of 19th century. Taking on the texture and hue of a roughly hacked 
wood, the pronounced ovoid head is sharply juxtaposed against protruding pointed breasts that appear not 
as sensuous elements but as manifest attributes of power.  
 
Lucy MacGillis’s self-portrait is a return to her hermetic practice of the rendition of the rawness of the 
female form that is ravaged by the vicissitudes of time.   
 
The Identity  
 
Janie Korn undoes the stereotypes of feminine modesty and propriety as her work turns to celebrities 
Carnie Wilson, Mama June and Star Jones who all underwent image makeovers in the public eye. These 
women, fashioned as overtly sexualized figurines, call into question the ownership of image, and in turn, 
self-identification. Like the seemingly melting sculptures, the private and public dissolves as the women 
rebrand themselves in an attempt to break away from the natural in favor of the artificial.  
Korn’s work is contrasted with the vernacular realism of the 19th century day-to-day scenes of alluring 
women depicted in the arts of ukiyo-e, focusing on the sensual and romantic as the unexpectedness of the 
ordinary tapped into otherwise inaccessible inroads to privacy, inner emotions and feelings.  
 
Wendy Ploger portrays the blending of gender and identity in her photographs of writer, actor and 
filmmaker muse Whitney Hamilton, as she creates an intimate portrait series documenting Hamilton’s 
need to embody both the feminine and masculine facets of her personality, conveying her fluidity between 
female and male personas.  
 
For all press inquiries and preview details, please contact 
Janie Korn +1 212 542 0525 info@beeinthelion.com 
Bee Tham +1 917 288 9099 bee@beeinthelion.com 


